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A nonlinear diffusion satisfying a normal reflecting boundary condition is 
constructed and a result of propagation of chaos for a system of interacting 
diffusing particles with normal reflecting boundary conditions is proven. Then a 
gaussian limit for the fluctuation field which is defined in L:(B) of a Wiener type 
space B is obtained. The covariance of the gaussian limit is computed in terms of a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L:(B). 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The problems concerning nonlinear diffusions in the whole space, 
introduced by McKean [ 16, 171 as an example of nonlinear Markov 
processes, have been investigated, in various contexts, by a large number of 
authors such as Braun-Hepp [4], Dawson [6], Dobrusin [lo]. 
Marchioro-Pulvirenti [ 191, Tanaka [30], Tanaka-Hitsuda [3 11; this list 
being in no way exhaustive. In an unformal manner, the problem is the 
following: 
Given b(x, y), CJ(X,~) on Rd, u a probability on Rd. one constructs a 
process (x,) satisfying 
dx, = i‘ +q, u) u,(dy> dB, + (_ b(x,, .v> u,(dv) 4 (0.1) 
x,, is u-distributed, U, is the law of x,. In connection with this process, one 
investigates the various limit theorems (law of large numbers, fluctuations, 
large deviations) for the (xf), i E [ 1, N] defined by 
dxf = $ . K’ o(xf, 4) dBf + + . ,: 
-7 
\ b(xf, x$) df, 
j 
5x0 ‘6 ? 4 
B’ . independent Brownian motions, 
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and various initial conditions (for instance no”). It seems to be of interest o 
be able to treat the case of nonlinear processes atisfying various boundary 
conditions (e.g. Marchioro-Pulvirenti [ 191 study a nonlinear diffusion 
related to the Navier-Stokes equation in the plane. As a natural extension of 
their results one may try to study the same problem in a two dimensional 
bounded domain). In the work presented here, we introduce a normal 
reflecting boundary condition. 
In the first part, given a bounded smooth open set 0 of Rd, n(e) its unit 
outward normal vector field, oii(x, y), b{(x, y), i E [ 1, d], bounded Lipschitz 
functions on Rd x Rd, a Brownian motion (B,) independent of the a-valued 
initial condition x(O), with distribution u, we show the existence and 
uniqueness (trajectorial and in law) of a pair of continuous processes (xI, k,) 
satisfying 
Vt > 0, x, E && k, = 0, jkll=f l(x,Ea@)d(k], < 00, 
0 
where u1 is the law of xt. (We denote by P the law induced by (x., k.) on 
C(R+ ,0) X C(R+ , Rd)). Then we obtain a result concerning propagation of 
chaos related to (0.2). Let us first give a definition: given a separable metric 
space E, a distribution u on E, a sequence (n,J of symmetric probabilities on 
E” is said to be v-chaotic if 
k 
1h-n (u,(dx, ,..., d&f,@,) x -*. xf&k)) = n (Gfi), 
n-i* i=I 
Denote by M(E) the probabilities on E, one can show (see Tanaka [29], 
Sznitman [26]) that (0.3) is equivalent o 
z,=+.&., (M(E)-valued random variable on EN) (0.4) 
I 
converges in law towards the constant v. Given a sequence of initial 
distributions uN on GN, u-chaotic, we define the law PN on (C(R + , @ x 
C(R + , Rd))N of the processes (x! , k!), i E (1, N], satisfying 
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dxf = +- . 1 o(xi, x’) dBf + ; . \‘ b(x’, x’) dt - dk;. 
.i 7 
(.xb), i E (1, N] u,-distributed. We then prove that the sequence P,v is P- 
chaotic. 
In the case of 0 = Rd (no boundary conditions) and u,%, = u@‘, one finds 
this type of result in McKean [ 16, 171, in the case B = 0, and purely atomic 
initial datas satisfying a condition of type (0.4) in Braun-Hepp (41. 
Dobrusin (lo], and in the case of CJ = a . Id with b having a singularity of 
type l/lx - y ] in R2 x R2, in Marchioro-Pulvirenti ] 191. 
After a result of propagation of chaos, one can try to prove various fluc- 
tuation results (see McKean [lS], Braun-Hepp (41). One is to study the 
behaviour of $= l/~% . (Ci~,;--ur) as a ,;““-valued process, see 
Tanaka-Hitsuda [3 11, Uchiyama [32,33] in the case of jump-type problems 
related with Boltzmann equation, Dawson [6], when the N-particle process 
starts with its invariant probability (in this case critical phenomena may 
happen). 
In the second part we study a different type of fluctuations; we take 
IS = Id, u,,, = u@, and consider the fluctuation field determined by (see 
Kusuoka-Tamura [ 141, Tanaka-Hitsuda 1311, Tanaka [30], when 8= Rd) 
ki)) - &if)). 
In our case, the method developped by Tanaka 1301, does not seem to work. 
We use Girsanov’s formula which allows to compute the density of the 
probability P, on (C(0, 1; 8) x C(0, 1; Rd))” with respect to Pw. This does 
allow us not to impose differentiability assumptions on the function f (see 
Tanaka [30]) and instead we work on the density (on this subject see 
Bismut (31). 
We obtain that Y$, f E L;(P) (where L:(P) = (fE L’(P), Ep(f) = 01) 
converges in the finite distribution sense towards a centered gaussian field 
Ys,fE L i(P) with covariance 
cov(Y’, Y”)=E,[(Z-A)-‘f. (I--A)-‘g] (0.6) 
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when A is the Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L;(P) defined by 




b$(X, Y) = WG Y) - J 4x9 Y> %MY>. 
The proof of these results naturally involves the limit theorems concerning 
U-statistics (see Bretagnolle 151, Serfling [24]). We also give a different 
interpretation of (1 -A)- ’ in the following way: 
If 6 is defined by (I + fi) = (1 -A)-‘, fi is the strong limit (E -+ 0) of the 
i?E on L:(P) defined by 
1 - 
IP=po 0 - 
E( 
Pe*w -P) 0 PO, (0.8) 
where p. is the projection on L i(P) and p,w is the law of (x?“, k!‘“) 
satisfying (0.2) with u = Id, and b(s, x, y) = b(x, y) + sb(x, x,(w)). 
Finally, let us mention that all the results and techniques presented here, 
work as well in the case 0 = Rd (no boundary conditions), with coefficients 
a(=, a) and b(., .) uniformly bounded and uniformly Lipschitz, with the 
restriction u = Id for the second part. 
I. NONLINEAR DIFFUSION PROCESS WITH 
NORMAL REFLECTING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Let us consider 0 a smooth (say C’) bounded open set in Rd, n(a) the unit 
outward normal vector field on M, and (a, F, P) a complete probability 
space with an increasing family of sub u-fields (FJtao of F. We suppose that 
each F, contains the P-negligible sets of F, that F, = n,,, F, and that we are 
given a d-dimensional F,-Brownian motion (B,),>,. 
Let us also consider uii(x, y), bi(x, y) (i,j E [ 1, d]) uniformly bounded real 
valued functions on Rd X Rd satisfying a uniform Lipschitz condition 
3K > 0, Vi,jE [ l,d], Vx, x', y, y' E Rd, 
I uij(x9 Y> - uij(x’, Y’)l < K(lx - x’ I + I Y -Y’ I>> 
Ibi(x?Y)-bi(x’2Y’)l <K(lx-x’l + IV-Y’O* 
(1-l) 
Let X0 be a F,-measurable G-valued random variable with distribution U. We 
are now going to show 
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THEOREM 1.1. There exists a unique continuous adapted process X,(W) 
such that: 
(a) X, E (3 for all t > 0. 
(b) there exists a continuous Rd-valued, adapted process with j?nite 
variation on bounded intervals, and value 0 at time 0, (k,),>(,, such that 
+ 1 1 b(X,(w), X,(w’)) Ww’) ds. 
. 0 . I> 
/kl,= l“I(X,EiiO)dlk/i. k,= (“n(X,)dlkl,. 
. 0 .’ 0 
(1.2) 
ProoJ Consider C = C(R + , Rd) endowed with its natural a-field (and 
filtration), let M denote the set of probability measures on C, and define F( ) 
to map m E M on the continuous adapted process (Y,), ,() (defined on 
(0, F, F,. P)) solution of 
Y, = X, + 1” 1’ a( Y,y3 ws) dm(w) dB, + ji j, b( Y, , w, ) dm(wI ds -- k, 
0 cl 
(I.31 
;k~,=(“l(YIE~O)djk(,<co. k,= I’n(Y,)dlkl,. fER+ 
. 0 '0 
(for the existence and uniqueness of (Y,), we refer the reader, e.g.. LO 
Ikeda-Watanabe I12 1, Bensoussan-Lions [ 11, Lions-Sznitman j 15 I). Now 
define L(.) to map a continuous adapted process on (0, F. F,, P) on its law 
m on C. Suppose that we are able to show the existence and uniqueness of a 
fixed point m for the application L o F, then clearly (X,) = F(m) is a solution 
of (1.2), and conversely if (Y,) is a solution of (1.2). L((Y,)) is a fixed point 
of L 0 F, and ( Yt) = F 0 L(( Yl)), consequently (Y,) = F(m) and Theorem 1. I 
is proved. 
Consider C, = C(l0, TI, Rd), M, the set of probability measures on C,. 
and for m. m’ E M, 
where P(m, m’) denotes the set of probability measures on C, x C,- such that 
p,ov=m,p,ov=m’, if p, and pz are the canonical projections on C,.. 
(M,, D,.) is a complete metric space. (This would also be the case if we 
had taken a complete separable metric space (E, d), with a bounded metric d, 
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instead of (C,, supsGr (x, - y, ( A 1); the proof of this result is similar to the 
proof concerning the Vasershtein metric, see Dobrusin [9], Tanaka [28].) 
Notation. In the following, if m, m’ belong to M, we will denote by 
D,(m, m’) the distance D,(m,, m;) of the canonical projections m,, rn; of 
m, m’ on C,. 
We are now going to get the existence and uniqueness of a fixed point for 
L o F, through a contraction argument: 
LEMMA 1.2. 3C, > 0, Vm’, m2 EM, 
D$(L 0 F(m’), L 0 F(m2)) < C, . JOT D”,(m’, m2) du. (l-5) 
Proof. Let (Yf) = F(m’), i = 1,2, we have for Yf E 0, 
t 
Yf=X,+ 11 u(Yj(o), w,) dm’(w) dB, 0 c 
+ j: jc b( Y:(o), ws) dm’(w) ds - kf 
Ik’lt=jOot l(YjEa@)djk(,< 00, k:=j:n(Y:)dik’l,, i= 1,2. 
(1.6) 
We are now going to use the same type of method as in Lions- 
Sznitman [ 151. 
Denote by h a Ci(Rd) extension of the function d(., a@) (defined on the 
restriction to 0 of a neighbourhood of a@); h satisfies Vh = -n on a@ (see 
Gilbarg-Trudinger [ 111, Serrin ]25]), and for i= 1,2 we have 
h(Yf) = h(X,) + j’ ‘Oh;,; dB, + It Vh; . bf ds + Af 
0 0 
+ $ I’ tr[h;!oF. al.] ds. 
0 
with the notations: 
ug = I a(Yi, w,) dm’(w), C 
bf = ( b(Yf , wJ dm’(w), 
C 
(1.7) 
hf = h(Y;), h6” = h”(y;), Af=lk’J,,.... 
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0 being smooth satisfies the uniform “exterior sphere” condition 
3C>O, vx E 80, Vx’ E 0, Clx-x’/*+n(x)~ (x-x’)>O. (1.8) 
Using Ito’s formula we obtain 
exp - C(k.! + kf). 1 Y: - Y:]’ 
= 2 1.’ exp - C(kb + k:)[‘(Yb - Yz) . (ai - u:) dB, + (Y: - Y:) 
-0 
+-bf)ds-(Y:-Y:)‘n(Y:)dA,‘+(Y:-Y:)+z(Yf)dAfI 
+ .I[ exp - C(kj + k:) tr](a: - ~3) . ‘(af - of)] ds 
- (iCexp-C(k:+ka)/Y:- Yf12 [(‘Vk:u: + Thfa~)dB, 
. 0 
+ (d tr[h,“‘u:‘u,’ + h,"*c+'u~] + hf . b,’ + kf . bf) ds + dA,i + dA,Z] 
+ (-r C* exp - C(kf + k,2) (Y: - Y:l* (‘Vkfai + Vk:ci) 
‘0 
(‘u;Vk; + ‘u;Vk;)ds 
- 1.’ 2C exp - C(kf + kf) ‘(Yi - Yf) . (0: - uf) 
‘0 
. (‘u.; Vk,’ + ‘u,;Vk;) ds. (1.9) 
NOW recall that 
-C I Yi - Y,“I’ - (Y.: - Y.:) . n(Yi) < 0, dAj as. 
-cIY:-YSI’-(Yf-Y,‘).n(Yf)~O, dAf a.s. 
and that, using (1.1) 
a(~‘, ws) dm’(w) - f u(x2, ws) dm2(w) 4 
< const.(]x’ - x2 I4 + d(w, o ml, W, o ~TI~)~) 
and the same inequality when u is replaced by b. (d is the metric defined on 
the space of probability measures on Rd by the same type of formula as 
(1.4), when Rd is endowed with the metric (x - yl A 1.) 
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Using Doob’s inequality, Eq. (l-l), and the fact that h belongs to Ci(Rd) 
we obtain constants C,, C, depending on h, u, b, C, 0, T such that 
E~suPlY1--Y~l~l~C,jtlY:-Y:l’ds+c~~~d(w,om’,w,om’)Jds 
S<f 0 
for t < T. 
Using Gronwall’s lemma we find 
E[;yy IY; - Y:l”] < qd(w, 0 ml, w, 0 m2)4 ds for t < T, 
and the lemma is proved. 1 
Now it is routine to obtain from the estimate (1.5) the existence and 
uniqueness of a fixed point for the application L 0 F, and Theorem 1.1 is 
proved. 1 
Remark 1.3. In view of the trajectorial uniqueness we proved, the 
method of Yamada-Watanabe [34] allows us to prove that the law on 
C(R + ,a) X C(R + , Rd) of any (X1, kJtao satisfying (1.2) is characterized as 
the unique solution P of the martingale problem ((T, b, u) on B = C(R + ,6?) X 
C(R + , Rd) 
XooP=u, k, = 0 P-a.s. (l.lOa) 
for f in Cr(Rd), 
f(X, + k,) -fVo + ko) - j; ,fxB Ww,), X,&O, X,(Q~> 
x dP(o’) dP(co”) ds is a P-martingale. (l.lOb) 
1 
t 






Lf(~, X’, X”) = z: ~(U(X, X’) ‘U(X, X”))i,jfl;(X + k) f 2: bi(X, X’)Si’(X + k), 
i..i I 
x=(x,k)EIRdxIRd. 
With the help of the uniqueness for the martingale problem (l.lO), we are 
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now going to derive a result concerning the propagation of chaos for 
diffusing interacting processes with normal reflecting boundary conditions. 
Let N be an integer 21, U, be a symmetric probability on @‘, and 
consider the law P,v on BN of the processes (xi, ki), i E [ 1, NJ defined by 
ji’/,=!I I(xfE%)djk’/, < 00, kf= (.‘n(xi)dik’l,: iE [l,NI tE R 
‘0 
(Xb)ierl,,vl has law U, (1.11) 
(the (BI) are independent Brownian motions with values in R”. which are 
independent of the initial conditions (x;)~~, , .,% ,). 
It is easy to see that the proof used in Theorem 1.1 gives the existence and 
uniqueness of the (xi, kf) in the same way, and that we can also apply 
Remark 1.3 in order to define P,v. (Otherwise we should define problem (1.2) 
for unsmooth open sets, that should include the case of O-‘, with an 
appropriate definition of the unit outward normal vector field on P(@). for 
results in this direction see Lions-Sznitman ] 15 1.) In fact one has 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that the laws u,~ on 0,’ are u-chaotic (see 
dejinition (0.3)) then the P,v on B” are P-chaotic, where P is the unique 
solution of the martingale problem (a, b. u) (see ( 1. IO)). 
Prooj: The method is very similar to the one which is used in Sznitman 
] 26 ]. Consider on B’v, 
Z,,(w) = + . $ E(X: , k!) E M(B) (set of probability measures on B). 
We want to prove that the Z,\- converge in law towards the constant 
P E M(B) (in view of (0.4)). In order to check the weak compactness of the 
laws Z,, 0 P,\, we simply have to check the weak compactness of the laws 
(x’, k’) o P,, on B (for this see Lemma 3.2 of Sznitman (261, and the remark 
which follows). Now the weak compactness of the laws (x’, k’) 0 P, is a 
simple consequence of the fact that the laws on C(R *, Rd) of the processes 
x$dB,; +j;;.; b(x:,x(Ws are clearly tight 
(e.g., by using the criteria on moments; see Billingsley ] 2, p. 95 I). and lhat 
the application sending ~1 E C(R + t Rd) on the solution (x, k) E C(R , , 0) X 
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C(R + , Rd) of the Skorohod problem is continuous (see Lions-Sznitman 
1151). 
In order to prove Theorem 1.6, clearly, it is sufficient to check that for a 
limit point p, of the laws of the Z,, F,-a.s., m E M(B) is a solution of the 
martingale problem (a, b, u). Now let f belong to Cr(Rd), let g, ,..., ga be 
continuous bounded functions on Rd x Rd, let 0 < s,, < . .. < s, < s < t be 
positive real numbers. Define 
I = 
( 
m, (.0x, + kt) -f(x, + 4) 
t 
- 
li Lf(o,), XJW’), xs(W> m(dW We)“) ds) s BXB 
x g&s,, k,,) x -.a x gp(xs,, kJ ) . 
F is continuous bounded on M(B), let us show that 
we have 
P,-a.s., F(m) = 0, (1.12) 
I F(m)* dim = lim EN, [(j+ [f(xi(o)+kj(w))-f(x:(u)+k:(w)) 
= lim ENk 
k I( 
J-(X: + k:) d-(x:. + k:) 
x j-(x: + k:) -j-(x: + k:) 
-,:$*s Lf(fd 3 2; 3 x”,) du 
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where g( stands for g(xi,, ki,) (using the symmetry of the P,v on 23”). 
Defining 
H:‘.’ =f(xf + kf) -f(x; + k;) - /I $ . ; L&o;. xi,, x;) ds, iE [l.Nl. 
then Hr.’ are P,v-martingales, and 
(Hf9i, Hfd) = 0 for i#j. 
so 
_(- F(m)* d&(m) = 0, 
which proves (1.12). The application m + x,, o m is continuous, and since the 
u,% are u-chaotic, we find that 
.Kg 0 (Z,(w)) = $- . ; Eg&) are converging in law towards E,, 
and (xOom)oPX, 
so 
P,-a.s., (x0) 0 m = u. (1.13) 
For the same reason we find 
P,-a.s.. (ko) om=~,. (1.14) 
By a computation similar to (1.7), we find 
b-,l(m, IkIT> <limsu~E~~~llk’l~l < ~0 for T> 0. (1.15) 
k-s 
Consequently: 
P,-a.s. m a.s. VT>O, jkj,- < CO. (1.16) 
If g is a positive continuous function with compact support in 0 we find 
and 
P,-a.s., m-a.s., VT> 0, IkIT= (-I’l(x,ES9)d~kl,. (1.17) 
‘0 
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Let C, > 0 be a constant such that 
vx E ao, Vx’ E 0, (x-x’,n(x))+C,~x-x’~2~0, (1.18) 
(this is a uniform exterior sphere condition which is satisfied by the open set 




FA is a closed set of B: suppose (xl, k”) belonging to FA converge to (x, k), 
we can extract a subsequence n, such that d Ikflm ILI converges weakly 
towards da,, and consequently we find 
i TSU[(XV-gU).dkU+CDIx,-gU]2dau]~0 
in the limit. 
0 
We can write dk, = h, da,,, with h. bounded measurable, which gives 
for any f in C([O, T], R,) and any g in C([O, T], 6). As a consequence 
h,ER+. n(x,), da, as., and dk, = n(x,) d 1 kl,. Since we know also that 
(k(,<A, (.x.,k.)EFA, and FA is closed. 
The set Kf = {m E M(B), m(FA) 2 1 - E} for A > 0 and F > 0, is closed 
for the weak topology. 
So we find 
P,(Kt) 2 lim sup PN,(ZN, E K:). 
k-+m 
But 
?vk(Z~~~K:)=h#?v~~ {“bdkjT<A)> l--E}) 
(becauseof (l.ll), (1.18)) 
=I--P~~(Z,~E{m,m(lkl,>A)>~)~l-~ 
(because of (1.15)). 
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Letting A tend to infinity, we find that for E > 0, 
P,({m, m(F,) > 1 - E)) = 1 
jF,= u F,= ~(x..k.)EB,l~J T < co, V’E C(0, T: R +), Vg c C(0. T; 0). \ .A ,) 0 ( 
l~i./,I(~~,,-g,)~~~,+Col~,-g,,12~l~l,l~0 . 
‘0 1 
Letting E tend to zero we find P,({m, m(F, ) = 1) = 1, and we obtain 
P,-a.s., m-a.s., vt > 0, k,= (ln(x,)dlk~.. (1 
0 
Collecting (1.12t(1.14), (1.16), (1.17), (1.19). we find that wit1 
.19) 
P, 
probability 1, m E M(B) is a solution of the martingale problem (a, b, u). 
which proves the theorem. 
Remark 1.5. If T is a positive real number, and if we denote respectively 
by PT and P,i, the canonical images of P on C(0, T; 0) X C(0, T; Rd) = B,.. 
and of P, on (Br)“‘, it is easy to see that the P,; are PT-chaotic. 
Remark 1.6. Let (W,F, (F,)oGlc,r (BI)octc,, P) be a probability space 
endowed with a filtration (F,) satisfying the assumptions of the beginning of 
this section, with a (F,)-Brownian motion (B,), and with a F,,-measurable o- 
valued random variable X0 of law U. 
Take uij = 6, and b(x, 4’) satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. we 
can consider on W the solution of (1.2) (X,),>,. Consider R = lV’- endowed 
with the product probability Q. and product filtration. Define 
b,(x, y) = b(x. .v) - \ b(x, X,y(~‘)) dP(w), ( 
-W 
1.20) 
by Girsanov’s formula (see Dellacherie-Meyer [ 7 1, Ikeda-Watanabe [ 12 1, 
p. 176]), we see that the image of the probability exp J,V 1 Q on (B,)lV by the 
application ((Xi, kf)O~l~l)l~i~N is simply PA, (with the notation of 
Remark 1.5) if we choose the initial distribution ug to be Us. 
Let us notice that we can choose W= B,, endowed with its natural 
filtration, P = P’, B, =x, -x0 - Ib sB, b(x,(w), x,(w’)) dP’(w’) ds + k, - k,. 
0 < t < 1, X0 =x0, in this case (X,) = (x,) (canonical coordinates on B). 
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II. A FLUCTUATION RESULT FOR DIFFUSING INTERACTING PARTICLES 
WITH NORMAL REFLECTING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
We consider now the situation of Remark 1.8, as a consequence of the 
results of Section I, we know that the probabilities Pk are P’-chaotic (see 
Remark 1.7), that is to say, the random variables 2; = (l/N) . C’y~t,~i,) 
defined on (B,)N with values in M(B,) are converging in law towards the 
constant P’. We are now going to study the fluctuation 
YN= fi * (Zk-Pp’), (2.1) 
our goal will be to show that the random field defined on (B,)N by 
(this expression is well defined because Remark 1.8 tells us that the 
probabilities Pi and (P’)ON are equivalent) converge in the finite distribution 
sense towards a certain gaussian random field. One should notice that the 
technique we use works also in the case of the whole space Rd (without any 
boundary conditions), see Tanaka [30], where this result is proved with 
differentiability assumptions onf. 
Notation. In the following we will omit the subscript (or superscript) “1” 
and we will write B for B, , P for P’, Z, for Zk ,... . 
Let us define now for E E [0, 11, w = (x., k.) E B the probability Psvw as 
the law on B of the solution of 
Zt=Xo+Bt+ b(q) X,(kq)(EB, + (1 - E) P)(dlq ds - k,) O<t<l 
(where (B .) is a Brownian motion, and z. is a-valued, independent of (B.) 
with law u). 
If W is a space satisfying the assumptions of Remark 1.8, Girsanov’s 
formula tells us that PET”’ is the image by the application (X., k.) with values 
in B (=C(O, 1; I$ x C(0, 1; Rd)) of 
exp E j’ b,(X,, xs(w)) dB, - e2 j-’ b&Y,, xs(w))’ ds . P(d3) (2.4) 
0 0 
see (1.20) for the definition of b,(x, y). Define Lt(B, P) = 
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U-E w% E&o-) = 013 and let A be the Hilbert-Schmidt operator of L;(P) 
defined by 
/If(w) = lii f . (PEsti’ - PJ), w E B. (2.5 j 
Remark 2.1. In view of (2.4) applied in the case where we choose the 
space W of Remark 1.6 to be B, we have 
Af(w) =E, j-(G) . f’ b,(x,(G), x,(w)> dB,(G) . 
-0 I 
(2.6) 
and it will be a consequence of the proof of the theorem that 1 is not in the 
spectrum of A, and that (2.7) below is well defined. It is possible to choose a 
version A(w, G) of the stochastic integral J‘i b,@,(G), x,(w)) dB,(G) in 
L*(B @ B, P @ P), such that for every w E B, A(w, G) is a version of the 
stochastic integral 1’; b,(x,(G), x,(w)) dB,(G) in L*(B, P) (see Doleans-Dade 
[S 1; it is also possible in our case to use an elementary argument of 
discretization in time for the process (x,)). Now we can state 
THEOREM 2.2. The system { Y$,f E L:(P)) converges in the finite 
distribution sense towards the centered gaussian system { Y’, f E L:(P)}, with 
covariance 
cov(Yf, Y”)=E,((I-bI-‘f. (I-A)-‘g], (2.7) 
Remark 2.3. As a consequence of Theorem 2.2, the random variables 
(l/N) .23-c > wi on BN are converging in law towards (P,f), forfE L’(P). 
whereas the result of propagation of chaos of Section I, simply implied it for 
f continuous bounded on B. 
Proof: In order to prove the theorem, it is clearly sufficient to show that 
for fE L:(P) 
C/(wi)dP,V=exp-i.Ep[((I-A) If)‘]. (2.8) 
Consider now a general (W, F, (F,), (B,), (Xt), P) as in Remark 1.6, 
R = WN*, and Q the product measure on 8. (We could restrict ourselves to 
the case where W is B, but our method works for a general space W). For 
a E R, define 
a’ -~. 
2N2 $ 1” b,(X:, X”) . b,(Xf, A’:) ds (2.9) i,j,k> I ” 0 
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we know by Remark 1.6 that P,,, is image by the ((Xi, ki))lCic;N of the 
probability exp 1; . Q, so we want to show that 
exp-+ E,,(((l-A)-If)‘). 
We have 
a2 -1 --. 
2N2 i& o c b,(Xf , Xj) * b,(Xf , Xi) ds. 
Now define 
b,c% Y> = .i, b,@,(w), x) b,(X,(w), y> dP(w), 
~S(X~ Y, z>= b,(x, y)b,(x, z)- b-,( y,z) 
NW, 3 ~23 ~3) = (’ &(&h>, X,(w,>, X,(d) ds 
0 
(H is an element of Li(W, P)@‘, as one can see by integration with respect o 
each of its variable, see Bretagnolle IS]), we have 




A,=$. c H(w’,d,d)+$ 
(i,j,k) 
distinct 
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In view of the results concerning U-statistics (see Bretagnolle [S], Serfhg 
1241, p. 184]), A, and C, converge in probability, respectively, towards 0 
and Ep[lh b,(X,,X,)ds]. Define on Wx W the element of Z.@)a” 
(symetric tensor products) 
qM’, 4 = 0 i” b&Y,(w), x,(q) dB,(w) + a [’ b,(X,(bq. X,(w)) dB5(M’) 
“0 0 
-a2 




J’: = $- . \‘. + . Fa(w’. M”i) - -$ . ; (’ b-,(X,(w’), X,(w’)) ds + R;., - (2.1 1) 
I #.I -0 
where Ri to zero in probability. Let us now consider on some probability 
space (Q, F, P) a centered gaussian system { Y’,fE L;(P)/ with covariance 
cov( Y’. Y”) = E,(fg). 
Denote by I: L:(P) --f L’(fi, F, p) the canonical isometry f--t Y’, and by 
I’~“’ the canonical isomorphism from 15i(P)~’ into the second chaos of the 
gaussian space H = Z@:(P)) (see Neveu [ 201). 
Again from the results concerning U-statistics (see Bretagnolle ]S ] ) we 
deduce the convergence in law of 
towards 
U’ = - ;I’ E,&(X,, AT,)] ds + i . Z(f) + $. [kL2(F”), 
0 
Let us now study the symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt operators F”, on L;(P) 
(see (2.10)). 
LEMMA 2.4. For a E R, we have: 
(a) The spectrum of F” is contained in 1-m. 1 ] . 
(b) I-F’=(Z-aA)(Z--aA)* (.4 is defined on Li(W.P) by the 
,formula (2.6), where x. is replaced obviousI]* b! X. in the case of a 
general W). 
(c) .J‘a /exp U” / dp= 1, Z - aA is invertible, and under the equivalent 
probability P, = ]exp U” / . p, H remains a centered gaussian space with 
cocariance cov(Yf, Y”),=E,[(Z-aA)--‘f. (I-aA)-‘g]. 
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Proof (a) Since E,[exp Jz] = 1, and since exp JG converges in law 
towards exp(c + \/2/2 . I@(P)), where c = -(a*/2) IA E,(6,(X,, X,)) ds, we 
find that EF[exp(c + \/2/2 .1@(P))] Q 1, and 
P’(F”) 1 < co. (2.12) 
F” is a symetric Hilbert-Schmidt operator which can be written 
Fa = Cn;lo~t. (Vfl) . (g3°‘, where C,, Olf)’ < ~0, (g”,LAo is an 
orthonormal system of Lz(W, P), and the spectrum of F“ is the closure of 
{pi, n > 0} (recall also that go2 = (g @ g) . ~‘2). 
Now 
fi . Ia* = c & . (ei,, - 1) (with en,a = 1( g”,)) (2.13) 
n 
and from (2.12), (2.13) we deduce that for every n, ,ui < 1, since the &“,) 
converge to zero when n goes to infinity, this proves (a). 
(b) In order to prove (b), notice that 
EpLf’ &I =EPaP b,Ws(w)3 X,(w’>) 
x @s(w) . g(w) 7 1 f,P=m. 
Consequently 
A *f(w) = E, [ f(w’) .f Ws(w), X,(w’>) dB,(w)] 
0 
and 
AA *f(w) = E, f(w’) . j1 &(X,(w), X&w’)) ds] . 
0 
From this and (2.7), we get (b). 
(c) As in Neveu [21], for M continuous martingale and q > 1, one has 
E[exp Of,1 = Ebp c&f, - q2(Wt + q2(Mh1 
d (E[exp(QM, - 2s’@f>,l>“’ x Hew 2q2(Wd1’* 
< E[exp 2q*(W,l, 
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so we can find q > 1 and a > 0, such that 
by symetry the last expression is inferior to 
but 
now for the conditional probability Q(./w’), the b,&Yb, A$) are bounded i.i.d. 
random variables with zero mean, and in view of Lemma 2.5 that we are 
going to prove, we obtain 
for 1 a 1 small enough. (2.14) 
LEMMA 2.5. Let (X,Jnao be a sequence of i.i.d. real valued random 
variables with zero mean, and satisfying IX, 1 < C. There exists a strict0 
positive constant a, depending on C and a constant K(C) such that 
s;pE[exp ca.$j]<K, where S,=X,+...+X,, ~~31, S,=O. 
ProoJ Define h(u) = log(E[exp(u . X)]), h is a smooth function 
satisfying: 
h(0) = h’(0) = 0, 
ElX* . ewW>l 
‘h”(u)‘= ~ E[exp(uX)] - 
@lx. wW)l)2 < 2 . c2 
(E[expW)1)2 ’ ’ 
Consequently h(u) < Cz . u2, consider now the exponential martingales 
exp(u . S, - n . h(u)) (see Neveu [22 I), from the previous inequality 
Mz = exp(u . S, - n . C2 . u’), n > 0 defines a supermartingale. Now 
U, = JR Mz exp(-nu*) du = dz/n(C’ + 1) . exp(SfJ4n(C2 + 1)) for a < 
1/4(C2 + 1) we find JT/~(? + i) E[exp(Si/4n(C’ + I))] < 1 E(Mf:) 
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exp(-nu2) du = @/ii, consequently supn E[exp(a(S’/n*))] < (C’ + l)“*, 
which proves the lemma. 1 
Now using the convergence in law of exp(Ji) towards exp(-(a2/2). 
j-i E,(b,(X,, xs)) ds + fl/2 . Zo2(F”>>, and (2.14), for small enough la] we 
have Ep[lexp(V)]] = 1. N ow take M > 0, the application a + F” is 
continuous from R into L:(P) O2 the application H(a) = sup{E,(f. F’f), 
.f-E G(P) llfll = 11 is also continuous, so we can find a neighbourhood V of 
[-M, M], p > 1, 6 > 0, c < 1, such that for a E V, p . (H(a) + 6) < c < 1. (A4 
is some positive constant.) Let T be the subset of L@)02 consisting of the 
symetric Hilbert-Schmidt operators with spectrum contained in l-00, c]. 
Let G be an element of T, using its spectral decomposition, as in the proof 
of (a), we find 
fi - . IO*(G) 2 1 = exp $ +. (-log(1 -p,J -,Q 
with d/2 . Za2(G) = Cnp,, . (ei - l), and (e,) orthonormal basis of L:(P); 
we can find K > 0 such that -log(l -x) -x <K. x2 for x E ]-co, c], and 
as a consequence we find E,-[exp g/2 . IO’(G)] < exp (K/2) . 1) GI~~z~~)~~. 
Put c = $ IA E,(hJX,, X,)) ds. Now for a in C, define i(u) = 
exp(\/2/2 . a . Zo2(A + A *) - $? . u2 . Z~2(AA *) - ~.a’) then IL(a)1 = 
exp(\/2/2 . IaZ(FRe@) ) + 42/2 . Im(u)* . ZD2(AA *) - c . Re(u2)), so we 
can find a connected neighbourhood P of [-M,M] in G such that 
~uPa,i%wwIPl < co. This implies that the function a E p-+ E[L(u)] is 
continuous, since L(a) is holomorphic, Morera’s theorem (see Rudin [23]) 
implies that a E P+ E[L(u)] is holomorphic, since we already know that for 
a real and ]a 1 sufficiently small this function is equal to 1, we have proved 
that it is identically equal to 1 on p, and when we let the interval [--M, M] 
grow, we obtain that for a E R I exp U” 1 . p = P, is a probability. 
Now using (2.13) it is immediate to check that under P,, H = I@:(P)) 
remains a gaussian space with covariance cov(Yf, Yg) = Ep(fs (I - F”)- ’ g), 
and mean E,,(Yf> = 0. Since Z-F” is invertible, we deduce that 
Ker(Z- uA *) = (0) (because of (b)), since A is compact (in fact 
Hilbert-Schmidt) operator, Z - UA and Z - a.4 * are invertible for a E R, and 
Lemma 2.4 is proved. i 
Using (c) of Lemma 2.4, it is easy to check that 
= fiexp(Ua).d~=exp-~.EE,[((Z-aA)-1f12] 
1 
and when a = 1, we obtain Theorem 2.1. 1 
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Remark 2.6. The proof of Theorem 2.1 would work as well in the case 
of 6, = R d (no boundary conditions) which is studied in Tanaka [ 30 1, here, 
the quasi-invariance technique we have used allows us not to make any 
differentiability assumptions on the functions f, g that appear in (2.5). 
We are now going to study the operator (I-A) -I, and give an other 
expression for it. Consider for w E B, F > 0. the process (P”, kE*“‘),E,O,,l on 
W satisfying 
and let p.K be the law of (X?)1’, kYw) on B (which is well defined). 
Girsanov’s formula allows us to write 
pqw = exp 
c 
(I [ b(x,(w’), x,(c)) d(p.” - P)(G) 
‘0 ‘R 
+ e . b(~,~(w’), x,(w)) dB,(w’) 
-$. )_I [ 1 b(x,(w’), x,(G)) d(,,+ - P)(G) 
‘0 ‘R 
+ cb(x,(w’), x&v))]~ ds j . P(dic’) 
= exp(P”‘) . P. (2.16) 
It is easy to check that exp(.P”)(uj’) belongs to L *(B @ B, P 3 P), and the 
formula 
ny-(w) = $ < (P - P),f), j-E L 2(B, P) (2.11) 
induces a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L’(B, P). Now, set (2.18) 
$ = p. 0 ZZ 0 p. (where p. is the projection on L;(P)), we are going to prove 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. The operators (fiE)E,o on L:(P) converge strongly 
when E goes to zero towards d satisfying 
(Z+d)= (Z-A)-‘. (2.19) 
Remark 2.8. As a consequence of Proposition 2.7, the covariance of the 
limit fluctuation field (2.5) is 
cov(Yf, Y”)=E,[(Z+fi)f. (Z+E)g]. 
Proof: Let w’, w* belong to B, using the method of (1.9), for XC,““, X”‘“‘, 
we find 
E[ sup ]X:,“” -Xz*w214]1’4 < const. E . ]\x.(w’) -x.(w*)]]~ 
O<S<’ (2.20) 
E[ sup ]X:v” -X,]“] l/4 < const. E. 
O<S<’ 
(The constants that appear in (2.19) do not depend on w’, w*, w E B.) Letf 
belong to L:(P), we have 
IZI~(W’> - ZZ~(W’)I GE, 
[ 
exp(JEqW2) . d ]exp(JE,‘+“,“‘*) - 1) * ]f] 
< Ilew(JE~W*)l16 . +. IIew(JE’W’3W2) - 1 II3 * Ilfll2 
with J”,“‘Y”’ = J&3” _ JE~W*. Define M”~w’V”2 
d(p+” 
= s:, I, ~Mw’h x,(4) 
- p”*“‘)($ dB,(w’), using (2.20), we find 
E[W E,w’-w2)4]1’4 < const. E . ]]x.(w’) -x.(w2)]loo 
and 
JE,W’,d < &f&,W’.W2 + const. E . ]]x.(w’) -x.(w2)]]oo. 
But 
E[Jexp(JEqW’Yw2 )- I]“] < j1duE[\ME.W1qw2 + c * E * JIX * (w’) - x.(w*)llm13 
0 
. exp(3u . &fE,“‘,WZ + 3UC * E * Ilx.(w’> -x.(w2>~~m)l 
and we find ]]exp(JE’w”w2) - 1 (I3 < const. E . ]\x.(w’) -x.(w*)]]~. 
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So we have proved that 
VW’, w2 E B, 
Iny(~l)-ny(~2)1 Gc, . lix.(w') -~.(w%~ . Ii.% (2.21) 
in the same way it is possible to prove that 
VWEB, IKI-(w>l< c2 . ilfll2~ (2.22) 
where the constants C, , C, do not depend on w, w’, w’.f, E(< const.) (Note 
that the operators Ii” map L’(P) into continuous functions on B, which only 
depend of the x(.) coordinate, and are bounded). Let D be the unit ball of 
L’(P), applying Ascoli’s theorem we see that U,,, E<, IT(D) is a relatively 
compact set for the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets of B. 
Since B is a Polish space let (Km),,,>,, be a sequence of compact sets of B 
such that 2 = U, K, has P-measure 1, and consider (E”)~>,, a sequence of 
strictly positive numbers tending to zero. We can extract a subsequence 
(hJk>O~ such that ‘vfE L2(P), (ITEnk)f converges uniformly on the compact 
sets K,, m > 0. We will denote by h,.(s), w E B”, the continuous linear 
functional on L2 (Banach-Steinhaus’ theorem) h,.(f) = lim, (ZZ%)J(M’). 
note also that considering now the IT’, E > 0, as operating on L’(P), the 
sequence (ZI”nk) converges strongly towards a continuous operator Z7, 
satisfying h.(f) = (flf)(.) P-a.s., fE L’(P). Define n= p. 0 IZ 0 pO, we are 
going to show that I!?= I? 0 A + A. Consider the Hilbert-Schmidt operator 
M on L’(P) 
Mf(w) = E, [f(w)‘) . )_I b(x,(w’), x,(w)) dB,(w’)], 
'0 
M(w, w’) = JA bS(xs(w’), x,(w)) dB,(w’) the associated element of L2(B 0 B. 
P @ P) (see Remark 2.2), and 
H”(w, w’) = (’ j b(x,(w’), x,(G)) . $ . d(F ~ P)(G) 
‘0 8 
I 2 
+ b(x,(w’), x,(w) ds 
(using (2.22), we see that IH’(w, w’)l < const., 0 < F < 1) because of (2.16). 
for w E B and fE L’(P), we have 
n&f(w) = -+. E, [ /exp (?l+B 
M(G, .) . $ . d(p.” - p)(G) 
fEM(W, ++yw, .I) - 1 j .S(.)j. (2.23) 
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We know already that the (l/c) . (exp(.P”)(w’) - 1) .f(w’), for w E B fixed 
are uniformly integrable (see the proof of (2.20), (2.21)); now for w E B”, 
converges for almost every w’ towards h,(M(., w’)) when k goes to infinity. 
Consequently we find for w E B”, h,(f) = E,[h,(M(a, w’)) .f(w’)] + 
EP[M(w, w’) .f(w’)], but the first term of the right member of the previous 
equality is equal to h,(E,[M(., w’) .f(w’)]) (L*(P)-valued integral), that is, 
h,(Mf), and we have shown that 17 = ZZ o M + M. Since p. o A4 0 p. = A, 
and ZZ = ZZ o p. (because it is true for ZZE) we obtain 
n=noA +A. (2.24) 
Using Lemma 2.4(c), and (2.24), we find fi=A 0 (Z-A)-‘. So the limit 
does not depend on the extracted sequence (E,& this shows that the 
operators (Z7E)E>0 converge strongly towards r? = A 0 (Z -A)-‘, when E goes 
to zero, which proves the proposition. I 
Remark 2.9. Following Tanaka [3], forfE 9(Rd) define on B, 
M: =f(x, + k,) -./lx,, + k,) - .i,; i, Lf(w,, x,(W) Ww’) ds 
(see (1.10)) 
b,(x,(w’), xs) - Vf(x, + k,(w’)) dP(w’) ds, 
then clearly M’: is a P-martingale satisfying E,[(Mf):] = s: 11 f’ II:-, ds, and 
N{= (Z -A) M{. In view of Theorem 2.2, Bf(t) = Z(N{), t > 0, is a gaussian 
system with covariance cov(Bf(t), Bf(s)) = (k”’ llf’ II& dr, and Bf(.) can be 
regularized as a Y/-valued Brownian motion B., satisfying (gr,f) = Bja.s. 
forSE P(Rd), t > 0, see Ito [ 131. 
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